ular Exhaust(H)EPA
Silencer
AirReplacement
Intake Filtration for Gas Turbine
UK CHP PlantOffshore Applications
Apache North Sea Limited - Forties Field UKCS

ional has been supplying acoustic solutions across the world for over 30
a global leader in gas turbine air filtration and exhaust acoustic systems.

"AAF Hydrocel
in the oil and gas and power generation
industries.E12 EPA technology was undoubtedly the correct air inlet

filtration choice for our critical gas turbines across the Forties assets, eliminating

vision supply systems to all the leading gas turbine manufacturers whilst our
andthe
dramatically
reducing the potential for hot end corrosion
Division carry out system repairs compressor
and upgrades fouling
throughout
world.

related breakdowns by the unmatched removal of hydrocarbons, salt and

usiness we have established our Manufacturing Services Group where we
combustion
airstream.
For the first time since installation,
manufacture high quality systems seawater
in our ownfrom
state the
of the
art fabrication
and
ng facilities.
ANSL are now able to plan for the phased replacement of their Solar Titan fleet

as the units approach their scheduled 30,000 running hour target"
9001 Quality Assurance

Ray Bratton
SO 14001 Environmental Management
System
Turbine
Controls Engineer
Apache
North Sea Limited
SAS 18001 Occupational Health & Safety Management
System

The Succes

Following re commissioning
design parameters of the un
performance and system pr
turbine performance. The cl
perform for many years with
AAF design.

AAF the solutions provider f
refurbishment, upgrade, retr
meet your assets specific re

Air Intake Filtration System
Systems / Waste Heat Rec
Generator Acoustic Enclos
Acoustic Screens, Barriers

Problem

Operator deemed after periodic inspection had highlighted the requirement
The that
gas the
turbines were frequently failing due to hot end corrosion issues, the
talled in a gas turbine exhaust duct on a CHP installation needed replacement.
averageThe
operational period between failures being 6,000 to 16,000 hours.
d been installed for over nine years during which time it had been subjected
to were hot water washed at regular service intervals of 4,000 hours,
The units
exposure to hot exhaust gas at temperatures up to 550°C and velocities
upalso
to 46m/s
and
on an ad hoc basis where it was noted that generally the compressor
e GE Frame 6 Combustion Gas Turbine MS6001B. The silencer was unavoidably
sections of the gas turbines were found to be in a fouled condition.
hin a lined exhaust duct approximately 3 metres from the exhaust voluteThe
andfrequency
was
of the failures across the assets meant that long term strategic
o the full force of the hot turbulent exhaust gas.
planning from both production and maintenance perspectives was severely
limited. Apache North Sea Limited, were aware that the cause of the failures
un to show signs of deterioration due to constant cyclic material fatigue. were
This had
due been
to 2 major contributing factors: (1) the poor quality of air entering the
the need to continuously modulate the flow of exhaust gases between two
waste heat
combustion
process, contaminated with hydrocarbons, dry salt particles and salt
15MW Gas Turbine Forties Field with hot end
oilers and a bypass stack.
in solution and (2) the high level of sulphur present in the fuel gas.
corrosion failure circa 8,000 operating hours (2007),
first stage compressor blades showing high levels of

saltboth
loading
and blade
s relied upon to supply
steam
anddamage.
electrical power to an adjacent continuous
Solution
manufacturing plant, where interruption in supply would result in serious financial
losses.
wer is supplied to the Grid, meaning further loss of revenue to the plant Apache
owner should
North Sea Limited made a decision to eliminate one of the hot Enlarged
end view of new silencer
n interruption in supply.
corrosion failure contributing factors, which was the poor quality of air entering
the combustion process, contaminated with hydrocarbons, dry salt particles and
salt in solution. Due to a sound legacy of success in the North Sea, AAF were
n
approached to offer its solution. AAF's global site services division initially
surveyedAAF
the units in February 2010 to collect the relevant existing dimensional
nised market leader of retrofit solutions in gas turbine hot gas exhaust systems,
data
and to the
ensure any potential solution would be practical from a destruct and
ached to quote for the design and installation of a new silencer. Taking into
account
subsequent
install perspective. AAF's proposed low velocity solution, in order of
onditions under which the silencer was expected to operate, AAF designed
and quoted
airflow
consisted of Snow Hoods, AmerVane mist eliminating vane, Amerkleen
n of silencer which had been previously developed for high velocity exhaust
systems.
M80 coalescing pre filter and HydroCel E12 grade (H)EPA filter. AAF has been
(H)EPA grade filtration for use on Gas Turbines based in the North Sea
Installation
of
AAF
low
velocity
system,
original
high
quipment incorporates several key design modifications which will enableinstalling
the silencer
velocity system in the foreground
datingairback
under the arduous conditions
as previously described. These include laminar
flow,to 2004. It is the ability of the AAF HydroCel to operate in constant
conditions, effectively removing sub micron particulate, dry salt and
encer length and reduced pressure loss resulting in increased efficiency wet/dry
and power
water containing salt in solution, that makes the HydroCel the leading technology
in this environment.

sal was accepted by the client and AAF was commissioned to design, manufacture and
Following AAF's proposal, Apache North Sea commissioned AAF to manufacture
new silencer.
and install the 4 No. 15 MW replacement air intake housings. Unit 1 being
commissioned
16 weeks from the initial site survey. The period from PO
ng of contracts, the new silencer was built in one of our own manufacturing
facilities
placement,
to
equipment
delivery being 11 weeks.
e it was shipped to site in modular form and delivered on time.

the new silencer in modular form allowed the installation to be performed utilising a
ss hatch on the top of the silencer duct, assembling the unit inside the duct. This
nimum disruption to the plant and allowed work to be carried out alongside major
Installation of AAF low velocity system
rks that were being undertaken on the gas turbine itself. The destruction of the old unit
ation of the new one was carried out within a planned 3 week outage.

was undertaken by AAF Site Services working round the clock to ensure that it was
3 days ahead of schedule and within budget.
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GAS TURBINE
SOLUTIONS

15MW Gas Turbine Forties Field circa
16,000 operating hours protected by
AAF EPA E12 technology

The Successful Outcome
Economic Benefits to the Operator

15MW Gas Turbine Forties Field boroscope
circa 8,000 hours post upgrade to AAF E12

Following the installation of AAF HydroCel E12 grade (H)EPA filtration
technology, Apache North Sea have reported no failures due to hot gas
corrosion issues. This is on units that have now operated for up to 24,000
hours with no sign of the onset of Hot End Corrosion. The compressor
sections of the gas turbines were also found to be noticeably cleaner when
inspected during the routine maintenance schedules. The engines are still
hot water washed every 4,000 hours as per the service schedule, however
the compressor sections of the gas turbines are considerably cleaner than
before the upgrade. The planning stage for both production and
maintenance is now a much more efficient process, leading to clear
strategic gains in terms of TARS etc.
AAF the solutions provider for Gas Turbine auxiliary equipment repair,
refurbishment, upgrade, retrofit & noise abatement solutions to meet
your assets specific requirements:
Air Intake Filtration Systems / Intake Systems / Hot Gas Exhaust Systems
/ Waste Heat Recovery Units (WHRU) / GT & AC Generator Acoustic
Enclosures / Ventilation Systems, Bespoke Acoustic Screens, Barriers
and Enclosures for noise suppression.
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